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RING Goals & Objectives
• Poverty and malnutrition 

reduction
– 20% reduction in anemia, 

underweight, stunting, and wasting
– 80% of households increase 

income by 100%

• Direct funding & 
implementation through GOG 
partners, focusing on 
strengthening existing systems 
for sustainable results

– 17 MMDAs
– 7 Departments of the NRCC
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Presentation Notes
RING Districts: Central Gonja, Chereponi, East Gonja, East Mamprusi, Gushegu, Karaga, Kpandai, Kumbungu, Nanumba North, Nanumba South, North Gonja, Saboba, Sagnerigu, Savelugu, Tamale, Tolon, and West GonjaNRCC: RPCU, Agriculture, Nutrition, Environmental Health, Community Development, Social Welfare, and Gender



Addressing Factors that Affect Sustainability
• Stakeholders

– Regular feedback solicited & incorporated
– Flexible programming, adaptable to shifting 

needs
– Substantive engagement of GOG as decision-

makers
• Building on Existing Structures

– Includes existing structures within GOG, as well 
as past USAID or other DP programming

– Appreciative inquiry approach
– Institutional memory required (GOG and USAID)
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Stakeholders: RING design automatically lends to better engagement of GOG stakeholders for sustainability purposesSubstantive and consistent engagement is critical in ensuring a deeper level of ownership, as well as understanding on the part of the technical assistance provider – there are many GOG initiatives ongoing or in recent past that should be considered during implementation of current projects < they hold this information Existing Structures: Similar to stakeholders, GOG structures exist and we use those; where they don’t exist, we work with them to build something complementary to what other DPs have createdAppreciative Inquiry: What is working? Or what aspect of a system is working? How can we replicate or expand it? There are a lot of things working within the local government system and we as development partners should capitalize on themInstitutional memory is a challenge sometimes as key GOG staff are frequently transferred; even though it should be a ‘system’ sometimes there are key individuals that really drive the functionality of said system



Addressing Factors that Affect Sustainability
• Host Country Policies

– Make use of complementary GOG frameworks 
and priority areas

– Ensure programming is flexible to adapt to 
shifting priorities

• External Factors
– Acknowledge political & environmental 

constraints & plan for them from the beginning
– Frequent engagement w/ political leadership
– Varied programming that is not solely 

dependent on weather/changing environments
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HC Policies: Using the existing frameworks and goals as a way to guide project programming is absolutely necessary to achieve a united front of successThough RING doesn’t work specifically in policy, we use what GOG has put forth as a guiding principle in the implementation of project activitiesUSAID has done well in coordination w/ national level policy and decision makers to ensure that its programming is in line with country priorities; they also do well to consistently remind us as TA partners to refer to these documents to guide our effortsExternal Factors: political changes were specifically highlightedRING has been deliberate about consistent engagement with political figures, relying heavily on the role that regional government can play in this area > we are conscious of the sometimes precarious political dynamics, especially in the communities and within the Assemblies, so this engagement is critical As a project, we made sure from the outset that targeting and selection of beneficiary communities and HHswas driven by the use of existing data and that the process was transparent and well-documentedThis served us well during the recent change in leadership as we’ve been able to discuss these efforts (which took place in 2013) and provide evidence of the data used for selection and the community validation of the finalized resultsA similar process has been used by other districts in the siting of district infrastructure, such as marketplaces – they felt it was a straightforward and useful approach to ensure fairness in the distribution of resources
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RING Implementation Approach
• RING activities operate at multiple 

levels = sustainability occurs at multiple 
levels

• Critical factors to examine in activity 
implementation: 
– What level of coordination required?
– Is the activity truly beneficiary-driven?
– Does it align with GOG policy?
– Can the activity be implemented with 
high quality?
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Beneficiaries can be individuals, community, district or regional staff, in this case – what do they want or have expressed needs for?Alignment with policy = greater chance at future funding through GOGQuality necessitates that we look at ‘sustainability’ in a number of ways:Can our district teams replicate it and replicate it well?Can our households continue it without support from the district?Can the district do it without support from the region?



RING Sustainability Strategies – Guidance For 
GOG Partners
• Identify what:

– Is working
– GOG partners have truly 

prioritized
– Communities have truly 

prioritized
• Regional support to 

districts should also be 
based on MMDA 
priorities
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What is working wellWhat people wantWhat the GOG says should be providedWith regional departments, it is important that their technical support provided to MMDAs is aligned with MMDAs’ expressed needs



• Within this overlapping 
area:
 What is financially 

feasible?

If not feasible, what can 
GOG do to make it more
financially feasible? 

 Can the implementation 
methodology or level of 
inputs be reduced?
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RING Sustainability Strategies – Guidance For 
GOG Partners
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These priorities/activities must then be filtered into district development plans – this is the main basis for continued funding from central government



Reduction Strategies Streamlined Approach

Operationalize
sub-structures

Provide 
monthly fuel 
allocations 
via revenue 
mobilization

Fuel

Direct 
Inputs

Per Diems

Lower Cost & 
Greater 

Sustainability

Current RING Cost 
Drivers

• Identify cost drivers and determine how best to reduce them

• Be practical about what can be achieved with funding available
• More engagement/oversight by district and regional management required

RING Sustainability Strategies – Guidance For 
GOG Partners
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These pared down activities can then be included in annual work plans and budgets for the districtsOperationalizing sub-structures is a large part of the sustainability plan for RING – the funding they can mobilize through regular efforts has proven to be sufficient to maintain field operations in most districtsSavelugu Municipality was highlighted at the national level for its work in operationalizing their Zonal Councils – we know that this works, though some areas have a higher chance to sustain efforts than others (particularly if they have more suitable revenue generation possibilities, such as markets, ferry crossing, large amounts of cattle, etc.)
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Weaknesses
• …funding is available

• Short duration of 
program to change 
long-term systemic 
challenges

• Balancing ownership 
and GOG engagement 
with the required results 
of a TA contractor

Strengths
• GOG priority areas –

likelihood that many 
activities (or aspects) 
will be sustained if….

• Streamlined 
programming; easier 
to maintain

• Invigorated MMDAs

• Scale has been 
achieved in many 
activities (true 
impact) Cheshegu CHPS health 

worker during ANC, 
Kumbungu District
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Examining the Strengths and Weaknesses of RING approach as it relates to sustainability:StrengthsInvigorated MMDAs: improved community relationships and standing in the eyes of the public; built rapport and ‘consumer confidence’This is necessary when discussing things like IGF – clients need to believe that they will receive a benefit, directly or indirectly, and that their monies are being put to good useScale: expanded workforce of the Assembly (800-900 hands on deck + RING technical staff); you must have this level of scale in order to effect true changeWeaknessesBalancing ownership – not necessarily related to sustainability, but it does effect how the TA is provided – an organization like Global Communities is ultimately responsible for the results under the contract
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Reality
• Some aspects can be maintained, but 

level of funding required may be 
difficult for GOG to sustain

• Turnover and transfers is a killer

• Heavy bureaucracy, strict hierarchy can 
limit creativity and prevent motivated 
officers from taking ownership over the 
implementation of activities

Expectation
• Activities will be maintained 

as they are (particular 
expectation by donors)

• Capacity building is a 
worthwhile investment

• That progress and successes 
can be maintained at a pace 
that is achieved under 
development projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current Expectations on Sustainability versus some realities on the ground and potential challenges to sustainabilityTurnover: investments in training are a leaky bucket, particularly when you cover a small part of the country and staff can be transferred anywhere at any time
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Reality
• ‘Engagement’ may be more 

perfunctory in some cases; also a 
challenge with limited time and 
number of GOG staff

• Long-term, systemic change is 
required, especially when working 
with government partners

• Technical offices tend to work in 
siloes; integration often project/ 
donor driven, though increase in 
GOG promotion on the rise

Expectation
• IPs will ‘engage effectively with 

GOG partners’

• Progress under RING is going to 
effect true (widespread) change

• Programming is integrated and 
it’s working, so it will be 
maintained
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Long-term change: this will not be solved by a five-year project working in a fraction of the countryCoordination: there is a need for more effort to get this going beyond RING, beyond where RING is implementing; it’s working well and GOG partners recognize the benefit of this approach
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